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The rapid development of difierent chromatographic methods has led to the 
need for a theoretical background for predicting separation and maximal resolution. 
The basic equation for resolution (RJ is 

where tr and t2 are the elution times of paks 1 and 2 and w1 and 1~~ are the widths of 
the peaks at the baseline. Eqn. 1 is essential for the evaluation of a given chromato- 
gram, but it is not generally applicable for estimating the probable results of subsequent 
experiments. 

If we substitute ky2, a and N in eqn. 1, where a = (2 - &,)/(& - t,,), k'2 = 
iir,/K,* and N = 16 (tJ;vJ’, eqn. 2 is obtained1*2: 

The different terms in eqn. 2 represent selectivity, capacity and efficiency (the symbols 
are discussed in detail eIsewhereL~Z). 

By introducing IV,,, (effective or reduced plate number), eqn. 2 can be further 
simplified : 

-where N,,, = 16 (ztz - t#~~ and to is the elution time of substances eluted at ‘he void 
volume (V,). Even if a is known, calculations by eqns. 2 and 3 are not simple. 

The use of eqns. 2 and 3 for gel chromatography can cause considerable com- 
@ations. In gas chromatography and in certain types of liquid chromatography 
(e.g., high-performance liquid chromatography with ioi exchange, partition or ad- 

& and X2 h&c&e the distribution of cubstances: K = (total amount of substance in phase 
x)i(total amount of substance in phase ~1 (see ref.. :, p. 30). 
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sor@ion).the solvent is eiuted first, and the position of the substance tc be separated 
mu& be-far~enough from the solvent peak and further from V0 (or to). In geel chro- 
matography, however, the substances can be efuted at or near to V,. This situation 
exists mainiy in preparative gel chromatography, the most desired substance must 
be &ted first, so that it wilt not be contaminated with Ming of other peaks that are 
eiuted earlier. IQ this instance, e.g., when tr Is identical with or very close to r,,, IV,,, 
is meaningless and the value of (r, - to)l(& - t,) = EL will be dif%icuIt to handle, 
even when rz/t, or (r, - ta/tl is in the right range. 

For calculation of rhe optimal cycle number in recycling gel chromatography, 
we propose the use of the relative peak distance, m = (tz - tt)/tI. This value can also 
be used for the simple c&ulation of maximal resolution, with the following substi- 
tutions: 

- 
assuming that IV, w w,, N2 = I6 (t2/rv3’ w N, = 16 (tl/~~~l)z and dN2 w v’x = 
4 t,/rv, FY hr. 
That is, 

Eqn. 4 shows that the resolution is proportional to the relative peak distance and the 
square root of the theoretical pIate number. When one of these three characteristics 
is chosen, the other two depend on each other. 

Eqn. 4 is preferably used in gel chromatography, but it can be applied to any 
type of chromatography in which the concept of the theoretical plate number* is 
valid. 

Eqt. 4 is very easy to use, as shown by the following examples: 
(1) when N = 400, for resolution R, = I, the relative peak distance must be 

at least 0.2 (20 o/o); 
(2).if the relative peak distsnce is 0.04 (4’/, then N = 100 gives a possible 

value of R, = 0.1, N = 1000 gives R, = 0.31, N = 10,000 gives R, = 1 and N = 
40,000 gives IZ, = 2.0. 
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